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Furthermore, we have been unable to find any evidence for 
marine Middle Devonian strata in south-eastern Australia. 
This conclusion profoundly modifies currently held notions 
of Devonian correlations•, paheogeographya. and distroph
ism35 in eastern Australia. This we will discuss elsewhere 
appended to a comprehensive survey of Devonian faunas 
and stratigraphy of eastern Australia. Ono of us also has 
in preparation a detailed account of the faunas of the 
Murrumbidgee sequence. 
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Synchronous Stream Deposition throughout 
the Mediterranean Area in Historical Times 
TN a previous communication', the carbon-14 dating 

of an alluvial deposit laid down in Libya after Classical 
times was reported. Reference was also made to deposits 
of similar age elsewhere inN orth .Africa. 

It now seems clear that a period of stream deposition 
occurred after Roman times throughout tho Mediter
ranean area, and that it produced a flat-topped alluvial 
formation into which. tho present channels were later cut. 
To this phase belong the Rharbian deposits of Atlantic 
Morocco, investigated by French geologists•, the bourrelet 
which borders the streams of the Chelif basin in Algeria, 
described by Boulaine3 , and the post-Roman fill observed 
by Judson• north of Rome and in Sicily. This view is 
based on my fieldwork in the above areas, in other parts 
of Morocco, .Algeria and Italy, and in central Jordan5

, 

Tunisia, Spain and Greece. A detailed account is in 
preparation; this communication presents some of the 
main generalizations. 

The upper surface of the alluvial fill forms the main 
valley floors, which slope downstream to meet sea-level 
at the river mouths. The base of the fill rests uncom-

formably on bedrock or older alluvia. In other words. 
deposition filled in ungraded channels to produce smooth 
alluvial floors. These are now being eroded into terraces. 
The deposit is generally 4-12 m thick, but locally it can 
attain 20 m. In width it ranges from a few metres to 
several kilometres. 

As the alluvium was derived to a large extent from 
earlier, poorly consolidated deposits, its composition is 
very variable. In generaL however, it consists of grey or 
buff well-bedded fine sand with some silt and clay, and 
with horizons and lenses of fine and medium gravel con
centrated at tho base and margins of the formation. Land 
snails are common; occasionally, fresh-water species 
suggest that stream flow was perennial in watercourses 
that are now seasonal. Tho overall picture is one of 
deposition by sluggish stroams in braided channels mean
dering over a marshy valley floor. 

The alluvium always contains rolled fragments of 
Roman brick and pottery, and sometimes Neolithic, Iron 
Age, Greek, Nabatoan and medieval sherds. Three- anei!'nt 
towns have been partially covered by the deposits: 
Banasa (Morocco) on the Ouod Sebou, Tubusuctu (Algeria) 
on the Oued Soummam. and Olympia (Grecco) on the 
River Alpheos; the last includes Byzantine remains. In 
Tripolitania, a distinct phase of stream downcutting 
intervened between tho collapse of Roman »oil-retention 
dams and the onset of dcpositionG. North of Rome. the 
evidence suggests that tho bulk of deposition post-dates 
late Imperial times7 • Finally, tho two ca.rbon-14 datos 
previously reported confirm that deposition continued 
during medieval times. It is impossible to ascribe a 
precise date to the end of deposition, as in tho hm1.dwaters 
of many streams the chango-over to erosion is taking 
place now. The modem streams are J1attening their 
gradients by headward erosion. by downcutting, and by 
deposition at their mouths. This appears to be ;1 return to 
the conditions that prevailed during Classical times. to 
judge from contemporary accounts and from the position 
of ancient dams and other remains on the valley floors. 

Stream action is thus seen to have effected considerable 
changes both rapidly and synchronously over large areas 
ranging widely in climate, relief and geology. These 
changes have far-reaching historical implications; for 
deposition radically altered tho form (and agricultural 
value) of the Roman valleys, and resulted from the peculiar 
hydrological conditions that characterizod tho MPditer
ranean during medieval times. 
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METEOROLOGY 

Relationships between Weather, Winds and 
Pressures in Low Latitudes 

TnE suggestion by C. S. Ramage1 that, in low latitudes, 
winds and consequently vertical motion and weather 
cannot be deduced from the pressure distribution is not. 
new and is at present generally true. The coriolis force is 
small in low latitudes and vanishes at tho equator. but 
tho horizontal pressure forces are also normally small. If 
tho pressure distribution is steady a large measure of 
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